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ABSTRACT

Because of the increases in the realism of OGCMs and in the coverage of Lagrangian datasets in most of
the world’s oceans, assimilation of Lagrangian data in OGCMs emerges as a natural avenue to improve
ocean state forecast with many potential practical applications, such as environmental pollutant transport,
biological, and naval-related problems.

In this study, a Lagrangian data assimilation method, which was introduced in prior studies in the context
of single-layer quasigeostrophic and primitive equation models, is extended for use in multilayer OGCMs
using statistical correlation coefficients between velocity fields in order to project the information from the
data-containing layer to the other model layers. The efficiency of the assimilation scheme is tested using a
set of twin experiments with a three-layer model, as a function of the layer in which the floats are launched
and of the assimilation sampling period normalized by the Lagrangian time scale of motion.

It is found that the assimilation scheme is effective provided that the correlation coefficient between the
layer that contains the data and the others is high, and the data sampling period �t is smaller than the
Lagrangian time scale TL. When the assimilated data are taken in the first layer, which is the most energetic
and is characterized by the fastest time scale, the assimilation is very efficient and gives relatively low errors
also in the other layers (� 40% in the first 120 days) provided that �t is small enough, �t �� TL. The
assimilation is also efficient for data released in the third layer (errors � 60%), while the dependence on
�t is distinctively less marked for the same range of values, since the time scales of the deeper layer are
significantly longer. Results for the intermediate layer show a similar insensitivity to �t, but the errors are
higher (exceeding 70%), because of the lower correlation with the other layers. These results suggest that
the assimilation of deep-layer data with low energetics can be very effective, but it is strongly dependent on
layer correlation. The methodology also remains quite robust to large deviations from geostrophy.

1. Introduction

Near–real-time satellite and in situ observations play
a fundamental role in operational programs [e.g., the
Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS), Climate
Variability and Predictability (CLIVAR), the Mediter-
ranean Forecasting System Toward Environmental
Predictions (MFSTEP), Atlantic Circulation and Cli-
mate Experiment (ACCE), ARGO], and have allowed
drastic improvement of ocean forecast capabilities. Sat-
ellite data, such as sea surface height (SSH), are rou-
tinely assimilated in operational ocean general circula-

tion models (OGCMs) (e.g., Oschlies and Willebrand
1996; Cooper and Haines 1996; Killworth et al. 2001;
Masina et al. 2001; Robinson and Lermusiaux 2001;
Demirov et al. 2003), while in situ data such as tem-
perature (T) and salinity (S) profiles are often used to
provide information on the state of the interior ocean
(Greiner and Arnault 2000; Thacker and Esenkov 2002;
Li et al. 2003; Raicich and Rampazzo 2003).

In the last few years, there has been a growing inter-
est (Mariano et al. 2002) in the development of new
assimilation schemes including Lagrangian data, that is,
floating buoy positions to correct the Eulerian velocity
fields forecasted by models. Lagrangian datasets have
reached a critical mass in most of the world’s oceans
(e.g., Davis 1991; Owens 1991; Lavender et al. 2000;
Fratantoni 2001; Richardson 2001; Zhang et al. 2001;
Bauer et al. 2002; Zhou et al. 2002; Reverdin et al. 2003)
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in terms of both surface drifters and deep ocean pro-
filing floats (Davis et al. 1992, 2001; Lavender et al.
2002). These floats are programmed to drift freely at a
nominal depth zn for a fixed time period typically of the
order of 3–15 days, after which they ascend to the sur-
face and communicate via satellite information on po-
sition and T/S profiles. While the primary use of these
profiling floats is presently in terms of T/S assimilation,
there is also a clear interest toward position assimila-
tion, even though some questions are still open on how
to perform it in an optimal way. Some of the issues,
which can be regarded as interesting challenges to ad-
dress, are specific to the profiler themselves. The mean-
ingful information to correct velocity at the nominal
depth zn is the horizontal displacement experienced by
the float at zn. For profiling floats, which communicate
their position only when surfacing, this information is
necessarily contaminated by the additional displace-
ment due to vertical shear and surface drift (Davis et al.
1992). Other challenges are more general and common
to all Lagrangian data. The main issue is that there is a
nonlinear relationship between the observed variable,
that is, the position r, and the prognostic model variable
to be modified, that is, the Eulerian velocity field u.
This nonlinear relationship enters in the assimilation
scheme, introducing significant difficulties in the for-
mulation.

Some earlier studies on Lagrangian data assimilation
(e.g., Hernandez et al. 1995; Ishikawa et al. 1996) have
circumvented this problem by assuming that the
Lagrangian velocity, computed by the finite difference
of successive positions �r/�t, can be approximated as
an Eulerian velocity and therefore directly assimilated
in the OGCM. This approach, denoted “pseudo-
Lagrangian,” is accurate when the data sampling period
�t is negligible with respect to the Lagrangian time
scale TL, which is typically � 1–3 days for ocean surface
and � 7–15 days for ocean interior (Griffa 1996; Ven-
eziani et al. 2004). On the other hand, when �t is a
sizable fraction of TL, as is typically the case for ocean
measurements, Eulerian and Lagrangian velocities do
not coincide and this method becomes inaccurate (Mol-
card et al. 2003). The Lagrangian nature of the obser-
vations has been considered by Carter (1989), who used
a Kalman filtering technique, and by Kamachi and
O’Brien (1995), who used an adjoint method. In both
cases, the path information of Lagrangian data have
been considered, but the method implementation is
very specific to the considered (simplified) ocean mod-
els so that generalization to more complex OGCMs
does not appear straightforward.

More recently, a simple, computationally efficient,
and highly portable method was developed by Molcard
et al. (2003) based on optimal interpolation approach,
which rigorously takes into account the Lagrangian na-
ture of the observations, namely, the fact that they are
particle positions or, equivalently, time integrals of par-
ticle velocities. The Eulerian velocity field correction is

obtained by minimizing the distance between observed
positions and positions of synthetic floats simulated by
the model. The simplest implementation of the method
considers only two successive observation points or,
equivalently, the Lagrangian velocity over one sample
period, �r/�t. This simplified algorithm has been tested
and applied to 1.5-layer models in the framework of
quasigeostrophic (Molcard et al. 2003) and primitive
equation models (Özgökmen et al. 2003). The results
show that the method is clearly superior to the pseudo-
Lagrangian technique in the parameter range relevant
for oceanic observations. Other ongoing efforts include
methods based on augmenting the model with a tracer
advection equation and tracking the correlations be-
tween the flow and the tracers via the extended Kalman
filter. This method has given encouraging results for
point vortex flows (Ide et al. 2002; Kuznetsov et al.
2003).

Despite the positive results of the method by Mol-
card et al. (2003) and Özgökmen et al. (2003), applica-
tions are still limited with respect to implementation in
realistic OGCMs. One of the main limitations is that
the method has been so far implemented in models with
one active layer, so that the total velocity is directly
corrected by the assimilation. In the presence of strati-
fication and multiple layers, the velocity correction has
to be propagated vertically in the water column, and the
other related dynamical variables, such as pressure or
layer thicknesses, have to be consistently modified in all
layers.

In this paper, we extend the Lagrangian position as-
similation scheme developed in Molcard et al. (2003)
and Özgökmen et al. (2003) to models including strati-
fication via multiple layers. In particular, we focus on
how to use the information provided by Lagrangian
instruments in a given layer (which can be either at the
surface or in the ocean interior) by projecting them
onto the other layers and the other variables. This is
done by using statistical regression coefficients between
layer velocities and by correcting layer thickness in
each layer using a dynamical balancing technique based
on geostrophy and mass conservation. The goal is to
provide a general method that is efficient and portable,
and that can be applied to surface drifter data as well as
to deep float data.

A general approach is proposed and then applied to
a three-layer primitive equation Miami Isopycnic Co-
ordinate Ocean Model (MICOM). A simple double-
gyre configuration is considered, and experiments are
performed in the framework of the classical twin-
experiment approach, as in Molcard et al. (2003) and
Özgökmen et al. (2003). In the twin experiment ap-
proach, a control run is performed, which is regarded as
the “true” ocean. Data from the control are assimilated
in another run with different characteristics (typically
with different initial conditions). If the assimilation is
effective, the assimilated run tends to converge toward
the control. The approach is obviously highly simplified
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with respect to real applications, but it has the advan-
tage that the “truth” is known, so that the assimilation
performance can be quantitatively evaluated. The de-
pendence of the assimilation from various parameters,
such as the sampling period �t and the specific layer
where the floats are launched, is investigated in detail.

The paper is organized as follows. The methodology
is outlined in section 2. In section 3, the experimental
setup and the details of the implementation of the as-
similation scheme in MICOM are discussed. The results
are presented in section 4, and a summary is given in
section 5.

2. The methodology

The general method used in this paper can be con-
sidered as composed of three successive steps: assimi-
lation of Lagrangian position in a data-containing layer,
vertical projection of this information to other layers,
and establishment of dynamical compatibility between
the corrections to velocity components and those to
other prognostic model variables. These steps are sum-
marized and discussed below.

a. Assimilation algorithm for Lagrangian position

The first step consists of using the Lagrangian data to
correct the Eulerian model velocity in the same layer
where the data are collected. This is done using the
same method previously implemented by Molcard et al.
(2003) and by Özgökmen et al. (2003) in reduced-
gravity models. We summarize below the main aspects
of this method for completeness, and the reader is re-
ferred to Molcard et al. (2003) for further details.

The general approach is based on considering nu-
merical and observed data with the same importance,
and on finding a best combination of them as the opti-
mized ocean forecast. The basic concept of sequential
data assimilation (e.g., Ghil and Malanotte-Rizzoli
1991) can be described by

ua � ub � K �yo � H�ub	
, �1	

where ua is the Eulerian model velocity vector after
assimilation; ub is the model velocity vector before as-
similation; y is the vector of observations; H(ub) is the
model counterpart, for example, the measurement
functional/model; and K projects and minimizes the dif-
ference between measured and simulated quantities
onto the model state space.

Consider M Lagrangian particles released at the
same time t � 0 from different positions r0

1, r0
2, . . . ,r0

M in
an isopycnic layer l. The M particles provide informa-
tion on their position rt

m (m � 1, M) at discrete times t
with sampling interval �t. The average Lagrangian ve-
locity during �t can then be computed by the finite
difference of two successive positions, vm(t) � (rt�1

m �
rt

m)/�t (m � 1, M).
In Molcard et al. (2003) and Özgökmen et al. (2003),

the Lagrangian velocity information has been used to
correct the model Eulerian velocity using the zeroth-
order assimilation formula

u1
a � u1

b � �u1,

with

�u1�i, j, n	 � ��1 �
m�1

M

�ijm�vm
o �n	 � vm

b �n	
. �2	

Here

�ijm � Eh�xm
b �n	 � ih, ym

b �n	 � jh
,

Eh�x, y	 � exp��
x2

2h2 �
y2

2h2� and � � 1 � �o
2��b

2,

where the the indices i, j indicate the Eulerian grid
point; n is the discrete time n�t ; n � 1, N; l is the layer
in which the Lagrangian particles are released; vo and
vb are the observations (o) and model (b) Lagrangian
velocity, respectively; vb is computed in the model by
generating trajectories during �t and using the two end
points; 2

b is the model velocity mean square error; and
2

o is the error for the Lagrangian velocity that is related
to the error of independent positions, say, 2

r , by 2
o �

2
r/�t2. It is clear from the expression of � that if the

model but not the data velocity error variance goes to
zero, there is no correction to be gained [Eq. (2)]. Note
that the expression (2) takes into account only one as-
similation time step �t or, equivalently, only two suc-
cessive data points. In our case, we correct the velocity
at time t using drifter positions at time t and t � 1.
Conceptually, then, it does not fully introduce the in-
formation on particle paths. Rather, it converts the po-
sition information into Lagrangian velocity information
v, that is, velocity averaged along particle trajectories
during the time �t. Even in this zeroth-order approxi-
mation, though, the Lagrangian approach is conceptu-
ally different from the pseudo-Lagrangian one. In the
pseudo-Lagrangian assimilation the functional H in (1)
is linear, so that the the correction term in (1) is com-
puted as the difference between the observed Lagrang-
ian velocity vo and the Eulerian model velocity ub. In
the Lagrangian approach (2), instead, the correction is
consistently performed, considering the observed and
simulated Lagrangian velocities. From the practical
point of view, this implies that in the Lagrangian ap-
proach, synthetic trajectories are computed in the
model to evaluate vb, which is then compared to vo. As
shown in Molcard et al. (2003) and Özgökmen et al.
(2003), the Lagrangian assimilation performs signifi-
cantly better than the pseudo-Lagrangian one for real-
istic parameters, and in particular for sizable values of
�t compared to TL.

In Molcard et al. (2003) and Özgökmen et al. (2003),
only one active layer was considered, so that the com-
plete Eulerian velocity was corrected by (2). Here, in-
stead, we consider a multilayer system, where floats are
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released in a single layer. The assimilation formula (2),
then, is used as a first step in the assimilation, aimed at
correcting the Eulerian model velocity in the same
layer where the observations are taken. Other steps will
be necessary to correct the other layers and variables.

b. Vertical projection of velocity correction

In a multilayer system, the corrections obtained in a
single layer need to be projected to the other layers.
Since there is no exact analytical relationship between
layer velocities, we chose to correct the velocity in lay-
ers that do not contain Lagrangian floats using a simple
statistical linear regression, with parameters deter-
mined empirically. A similar approach has been suc-
cessfully used by Oschlies and Willebrand (1996), pro-
jecting observed corrections of surface geostrophic ve-
locities onto deep velocity corrections.

For each individual column of model grid points, and
each velocity component (u, �), we define the vertical
regression coefficients as

Rli �
��ul�ui�

���ul	
2�

, �3	

where l is the layer where float positions are measured,
and i � 1, N is the layer index. The angle brackets
(� �) indicate an ensemble average approximated as a
time average, and �u denotes the deviation of the ve-
locity from its mean, which is provided by the model.

The regression coefficient Rli is a statistical model to
relate two variables, by assuming that a linear relation
does exist between them. Assuming that the model cor-
rections on average have the same vertical structure as
the model fluctuation velocity, one can estimate the
velocity correction in all layers using (3).

In the layer that contains observations, velocities are
corrected via (2), while in the layers that contain no
data, the velocity is projected using

�ui � Rli�ul. �4	

In practice, Rli are computed considering time averages
of model outputs, typically over a 1-yr period or more
(e.g., Chin et al. 2002). Also, the Rli can be further
averaged in space assuming homogeneity, with the ad-
vantage of filtering out gravity waves and noise effects.
The results of Chin et al. (2002) suggest that spatial
averages as wide as the whole basin can provide very
satisfactory results, while simplifying the computational
problem.

c. Correction of the other prognostic variables

As shown in Özgökmen et al. (2003), the velocity
information alone is not adequate in Lagrangian data
assimilation, and dynamical compatibility between mul-
tiple model variables is an important issue. The strategy
used in Özgökmen et al. (2003) for a reduced-gravity
model was based on the assumption of geostrophic bal-

ance to correct pressure (or layer thickness). A similar
approach is used here for the multilayer case.

Let us consider the dynamical relation between
model variables,

u � G�p	,

where p is the pressure or mass or layer thickness field,
depending on the model formulation. Since the opera-
tor G in OGCMs is nonlinear and includes many terms
(dissipation, forcing, time dependency, etc.), some as-
sumptions have to be made in order to reduce the com-
plexity of the problem. Conceptually, this is done here
assuming the same dynamical balance based on geo-
strophy and mass conservation that has been used by
Özgökmen et al. (2003), which has been found to be
very effective for midlatitude ocean circulation. Once a
linear relationship is assumed between u and p, then
the same relationship holds also for the respective cor-
rections,

�u � G��p	. �5	

In the following, then, the correction �p is computed
given �u, inverting the linearized operator G. The de-
tails of G depend on the model formulation, so that a
detailed description of the method implementation is
given in section 3b, after introducing the OGCM.

3. Experimental setup

a. The numerical ocean model

The assimilation method is implemented in MICOM
(Bleck and Boudra 1986), which is a primitive equation
model with isopycnic vertical coordinate that can be
viewed as a stack of shallow-water models, each con-
sisting of momentum and continuity equations:

�u
�t

� ��

u2

2
� �	 � f 	k � u �

���M � 

��

�z
� ��p�1�� · �p��u � �u, �6	

��p

�t
� �� · �u�p	 � 0,

where � is the relative vorticity, f is the Coriolis param-
eter, M � gz � p� is the Montgomery potential, � � ��1

is the specific volume, � is the wind stress vector, �p is
the pressure difference of the isopycnic layer directly
proportional to the layer thickness when considering
hydrostaticity, � is the lateral viscosity, and � is the
bottom drag coefficient acting on the lowest layer. The
subscript � indicates derivatives on surfaces of constant
density. The layers communicate vertically through
pressure forces. Pressure p and geopotential gz are de-
fined at the interfaces between layers.

The model is set up in an idealized configuration, box
domain with a flat bottom and straight sidewalls. No-
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flow and free-slip conditions are applied along all lat-
eral boundaries. Three isopycnal layers simulate the
vertical density stratification, and the only forcing is a
steady zonal wind stress that drives a classic double-
gyre circulation. Table 1 summarizes the parameters of
the model.

b. Assimilation implementation

The twin experiment approach is used to test the
assimilation scheme. In the first experiment (Control)
the model is integrated for 10 yr, in order to reach a
statistical steady state. Then a set of 24 floats is released
in each layer in the energetic region where the mean-
dering jet and the recirculations are present, and ad-
vected during a 4-month period. The float positions are
considered as ocean data to be assimilated. Even
though the floats are launched in all three layers simul-
taneously, they are used separately in the assimilation
experiments; that is, only assimilation of single-layer
data is investigated. The choice of float release loca-
tions and float density is justified by previous studies
(Molcard et al. 2003; Özgökmen et al. 2003; Poje et al.
2002; Toner et al. 2001a,b), which have shown that re-
leasing floats in energetic regions is more efficient than
a regular deployment strategy over the whole basin. In
Fig. 1, a snapshot of the layer thickness displacement is
depicted after 10 yr of integration, as well as the initial
drifter positions chosen for the deployment.

The position data are assimilated in the Assim run,
which is started from different initial conditions than
the Control but has identical parameters otherwise. Fi-
nally, the Noassim simulation has the same initial con-
ditions as Assim but no data assimilation, showing the
evolution of the model alone and representing our
crudest forecast. If the assimilation is successful, the
evolution of the corrected forecast (Assim) should be
different from Noassim and should converge toward
the Control run.

The assimilation is performed implementing the fol-
lowing steps.

1) Synthetic floats are launched in Assim starting from
the “real” (from Control) float positions observed at
time t, and they are advected for a time interval
equal to the sampling period �t.

2) The velocity correction in the layer where data are
measured is computed by minimizing the final dis-

tance between real (from Control) and simulated
(from Assim) float positions using (2).

3) The velocity correction in the remaining layers is
computed using regression coefficients between lay-
ers with (3) and (4). The coefficients (3) are aver-
aged over the whole basin, based on preliminary
results on assimilation efficiency and in agreement
with Chin et al. (2002).

4) The layer thickness is corrected in each layer by
inverting (5) and assuming geostrophy. This is
implemented in the following way. Combining the
two-component momentum equations (6) applied to
the model variables corrections, and omitting the
ageostrophic terms, we obtain the simple relation
(for each layer)

�2��Mg	 � f����	

�x
�

���u	

�y �. �7	

Considering the hydrostatic and Boussinesq approxi-
mations, the Montgomery definition can be rewritten in
a recursive equation for a layer ocean model (Chin et
al. 2002):

Ml � Ml�1 � pl�1�
l�1 � 
l	,

pl�1 � pl � �pl,

where l is the layer index. After inverting (7) using a
fast Fourier transform method, the layer thickness cor-
rections in each layer are computed from the Mont-

TABLE 1. Parameters of the numerical ocean model simulation.

Basin size (x, y) 3000 km � 3000 km
Horizontal grid scale �x � �y � 20 km
Coriolis parameters f0 � 9.3 � 10�5 s�1

� � 2 � 10�11 m�1 s�1

Layer thicknesses h1 � 400 m h2 � 700 m h3 � 4000 m
Reduced gravities g�12 � 0.016 m s�2 g�23 � 0.014 m s�2

Lateral viscosity � � 300 m2 s�1

Bottom friction � � 3 � 10�7 s�1

Time step �t � 1200 s

FIG. 1. Snapshot of the Eulerian field of the first-layer thickness
displacement (h � hrest) (contour interval: 25 m, with the double-
gyre circulation typical structures. The initial condition of 24 drift-
ers launched for the experiments is superimposed on the h field.
The box highlights the most energetic region, which is the target
region of interest used in the successive figures.
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gomery potential corrections. The correction of pres-
sure (or layer thickness) can have the effect of changing
layer mass depending on the sampling positions of syn-
thetic drifters. The mass conservation is satisfied by
subtracting the net mass deviation induced by the cor-
rection as described in Özgökmen et al. (2003).

c. Error metrics

Finding a valid metric to assess the convergence of
assimilation runs toward the Control is an important
issue (Miyakoda et al. 1969; Raicich and Rampazzo
2003). The efficiency can be measured in several ways,
and the choice has to be made depending on the ex-
perimental variability (in space and time) and in order
to extract the most information. In this paper we adopt
the following metric:

�rel�l, t	 �
ERControl�Assim�l, t	

ERControl�Noassim�l, t	
, �8	

where l indicates the layer and ERControl-Assim

(ERControl-Noassim) represents the rms of the velocity
difference between Control and Assim (Noassim) de-
fined as

ERControl�Assim�l, t	 � �
A

��uControl�l, t	 � uAssim�l, t	
2

� �Control�l, t	 � Assim�l, t	
2�1�2,

where A is the region of interest, which corresponds to
the energetic western region indicated in Fig. 1, sur-
rounding the area where the floats have been launched.
The relative error �rel is useful when simulations with
different initial conditions are compared, as the evolu-
tion of the Noassim run can have a high variability in
time. At the initial time, �rel � 1, and when there is no
difference between Control and Assim, �rel � 0.

The time evolution of �rel (l, t) is presented for each
layer during the 120 days of simulation, which corre-
sponds to the time scale during which the great majority
of the drifters remains within the bounds of the target
region and the space sampling density is approximately
constant. If �rel � 1 then the assimilation is successful,
and when the slope of the error curve ��rel(t)/�t is nega-
tive in average, the assimilation is effective.

d. Characteristics of the experiments

A total of 27 experiments has been performed, the
parameters of which are summarized in Table 2. All
experiments are performed over a time period of 120 days

and they assimilate the trajectories of 24 floats with
initial conditions shown in Fig. 1.

A set of nine benchmark experiments, discussed in
detail in section 4, has been first performed using the
same initial conditions (for Assim and Noassim), cor-
responding to the flow configuration after 11 yr of in-
tegration (11Y). The nine experiments differ in terms
of launching layer for the assimilated float positions
and in terms of sampling period �t. As mentioned in
section 3b, the floats are actually simultaneously
launched in all three layers, but only single-layer data
are considered in each experiment. LaunchL1,
LaunchL2, and LaunchL3 denote experiments where
floats only from layer 1 (L1), 2 (L2), and 3 (L3), re-
spectively, are used. Three values of �t are considered:
1200 s (corresponding to the time step of the model), 3
days, and 6 days. Assimilating the float data at each
model time step is of course expected to provide the
best results, but such a fast sampling is not realistic.
Sampling periods of �t � 3 and 6 days are more realistic
for surface and subsurface floats, respectively, even
though these values have to be rescaled in terms of
Lagrangian time scale TL in order to have a meaningful
comparison with the data (Molcard et al. 2003). We will
come back on this point in the following.

In order to increase the reliability of the results, the
number of realizations is increased by repeating the
same set of nine experiments starting from two other
initial conditions (11.5Y, 12Y), which are characterized
by a 6-month lag, that is, corresponding to the 11.5 and
12 yr of integration, respectively. The error metric (8) is
presented as an average over the three initial condi-
tions.

4. Results

a. The “true” ocean characteristics

The idealized model configuration gives a classic
double-gyre circulation that is highly nonlinear and
nonstationary. Figure 2 depicts snapshots of layer thick-
ness and velocity field in the three layers at the initial
and final times of the simulation for the Control run in
the energetic region (subdomain in Fig. 1). Only the
energetic western-central region is considered, as the
float positions are measured essentially in this area.
The region is characterized by the meandering jet and
by ring formation and propagation.

During the 120 days of simulation, the rings move,
split, and combine in a rapid way, and the meandering
jet is very unsteady. In L1, the boundary current is very
intense, while it loses strength with depth (note the
velocity magnitude scale in each layer, indicating a fac-
tor of 5 between L1 and L2, and a factor of 10 between
L1 and L3). Even if the signal is much stronger in L1,
most of the main features are present in all layers: the
western boundary current and the meandering jet in L1
and L2, and the gyres’ centers in L1 and L3. While the

TABLE 2. List and characteristics of the 31 runs.

Run Initial condition �t Launch layer

Control 10Y
Noassim 11Y, 11.5Y, 12Y
Assim 11Y, 11.5Y, 12Y 1200 s, 3 days,

6 days
L1, L2, L3
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current is clearly geostrophic in the first layer, the direct
balance between the pressure gradient and velocity in
the bottom layers is more ambiguous. This is mainly
due to the rigid-lid approximation in MICOM, in which
the barotropic mass flux divergence is removed from all
layer velocities (Bleck and Boudra 1986; Bleck et al.
1989). This term gives an important contribution in the
third and second layers and can lead to significant de-
viations from geostrophy. Notice also that L1 and L3
appear significantly anticorrelated, having the main
gyres with opposite layer thickness anomaly sign and
corresponding opposite velocity field (Figs. 2a,c and
2d,f), while L2 appears less significantly correlated.

While estimating the vertical regression coefficients
(3) from this simulation, the mean flow is computed
over a 1-yr period and removed from the velocity field
to obtain the deviation �u for each velocity component.
The Rli values are first computed at all grid points and
then spatially averaged over the domain (Chin et al.
2002). Table 3 lists Rli values used in the vertical pro-

jection of velocity corrections. The regression coeffi-
cients take into account also the relative magnitude of
the velocity field in the layers, unlike the correlation
coefficients that indicate only the relative behavior of
two fields. Note that |Rli | can take values greater than
unity, indicating that the reference layer where data are
measured [l in (3) and (4)] is less energetic. So, for
example, the mean velocity field anomaly in layer L1 is
more energetic than in L2, with a factor varying from
R21 � (1.39, 1.40) to R�1

12 � 1/(0.34, 0.24) � (2.9, 4.1)
(since both regression coefficients link the layers L1
and L2). Since values are positive, L1 and L2 are posi-
tively correlated in velocity term, while the negative
values indicate that L1 and L3 are anticorrelated, as
well as L2 and L3.

The regression coefficients are averaged over the
whole domain and represent the correlation of the
anomaly fields. Preliminary experiments have been
done considering different scales of homogeneity in
space, by averaging the gridpoint regression coeffi-
cients over subregions, and no major differences were
found. This is certainly due to the smoothness and
large-scale structures of the present field, while for
higher-resolution models, some further investigation on
the horizontal correlation, and proper spatial averages,
should be done.

The correlation coefficients are computed as well,
from

Cli �
��ul�ui�

���ul
2� ���ui

2�
,

to get an additional insight in the connection between
layers. From (3) it appears that the connection between
the regression and the correlation coefficients is the
ratio between the covariances. The correlation between
layers L1 and L2 is quite weak, reaching a maximum
value of 0.5, while the correlation between L1 and L3 is
�0.75. This indicates that the eddy field is highly anti-
correlated between L1 and L3, suggesting a strong
baroclinic component, as for the mean flow. Notice that
this result is model dependent and is somewhat unre-
alistic with respect to the actual eddy field in the Gulf
Stream, which tends to be significantly more barotropic
than the mean flow.

The efficiency of the vertical projection of the veloc-
ity using (4) is very much dependent on the correlation
between vertical layers, since the velocity corrections
are estimated from it. One can anticipate good results

FIG. 2. Control run: layer thickness displacement (h � hrest)
superimposed on the velocity field in each layer (L1, L2, L3), at
initial time [DAY 0: (a)–(c)] and at the end [DAY 120: (d)–(f)] of
the simulation. Contour intervals are 25 m, and the maximum
velocity field is approximately 50 cm s�1 in L1, 10 cm s�1 in L2,
and 5 cm s�1 in L3.

TABLE 3. Spatially averaged vertical regression coefficients for
each (u, v) velocity component. Each row l corresponds to the
launching layer.

Rli i � 1 i � 2 i � 3

l � 1 1 (0.34, 0.24) (�0.15, �0.13)
l � 2 (1.39, 1.40) 1 (�0.28, �0.28)
l � 3 (�5.22, �5.43) (�2.79, �2.67) 1
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from assimilating experiments when drifting buoys are
launched in either L1 or L3 because the correlation
factor between these two layers is high, whereas
launching floats in L2 could lead to a less efficient im-
provement in the forecast.

b. Characteristics of Lagrangian data

The float trajectories are computed integrating the
velocity field in the Control run using a second-order
Runga–Kutta advection scheme. In Fig. 3 the half-day
successive positions of the float measured in each layer
from the Control run are plotted in the left-hand pan-
els. As expected, the floats are more energetic in the
upper layer, and they travel faster and farther than
those in the bottom layers. Even if the data density is
higher in the western part, surface floats are traveling in
the whole subdomain and are providing more spatial
information during the simulation period. As for the
velocity fields depicted in Fig. 2, the floats are moving
slower in deeper layers, obtaining therefore less spatial
information to be assimilated and to improve the fore-

cast. Furthermore, the floats in the three layers are
leaving the region of interest, slowly reducing the vol-
ume of available information.

The corresponding Lagrangian autocorrelation func-
tions are plotted in the right-hand panels of Fig. 3. The
Lagrangian time scale TL, roughly estimated as the e-
folding time scale of the autocorrelation, is about 5 days
in L1 and about 15–20 days in L2 and L3. In compari-
son, ocean data show shorter values of TL, especially in
the upper ocean, where typical values are TL � 1–3
days (e.g., Griffa 1996), while in the deep ocean TL �
7–15 days (e.g., Veneziani et al. 2004). Note that TL can
be considered as an indicator of the higher possible
sampling frequency (or the minimum required sam-
pling interval) for efficient assimilation. In Molcard et
al. (2003), it is shown that there is an optimal range for
the sampling period depending on the Lagrangian time
scale, and that the assimilation is especially successful
for �t � (TL/2), while it becomes inefficient for �t �
TL. This suggests that assimilation experiments (Table
2) with �t � 1200 s and 3 days are likely to be successful
for data taken in all the layers, while for �t � 6 days the
assimilation is expected to be inefficient for floats
launched in the upper layer.

c. The analysis

The Assim and Noassim runs are initialized with the
same initial condition. As mentioned in section 3d, the
specific realizations of Assim and Noassim used here
for visual comparison correspond to the 11Y initial con-
dition (Table 2). Snapshots of layer thickness and hori-
zontal velocity field at the initial and final times of the
Noassim simulation are plotted in Fig. 4, while in Figs.
5–7 final results from three different Assim experi-
ments are shown, corresponding to assimilation in three
different layers (LaunchL1, LaunchL2, and LaunchL3)
with �t � 3 days (Table 2).

Results from the error metric (8) �rel, shown in Fig. 8,
are used to quantitatively assess the assimilation per-
formance, considering also the other �t values. The
metric is computed as an average over three different
realizations with different initial conditions.

Let us start by discussing the results of LaunchL1.
The results at the end of the assimilation (Figs. 5a–c)
are to be compared with the true ocean state (Control)
at the same time (Figs. 2d–f) and with the model with-
out correction (Noassim) (Figs. 4d–f). The assimilation
run resembles much more closely the Control than the
Noassim, indicating that the assimilation has been suc-
cessful and the correction of the velocity computed
from the floats has been able to improve significantly
the main patterns. The northwestern jet in L1 and L2
has been bended south and maintains a quasi-zonal di-
rection as in the Control. The southern cyclonic gyre
detached from the main jet present in the Noassim run
in L1 and in L2 completely disappears in the corrected
forecast. Finally, the swinging of the zonal jet in the
Control is reproduced in all layers.

FIG. 3. (left column) Successive drifters positions (one point
each half day) in each layer (L1, L2, L3). (right column) The
corresponding Lagrangian autocovariance functions (in cm2 s�2)
vs time lag (in days). The solid (dashed) line shows the meridional
(zonal) component.
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The results of LaunchL2, corresponding to assimila-
tion of data in L2 (Fig. 6), are to be compared to Figs.
2 and 4. The improvement of the forecast appears
weaker than that for LaunchL1, especially in L1, and it
is more difficult to evaluate qualitatively. However, if
we focus on the meandering zonal jet and the size of the
main structures, the efficiency of the assimilation is ap-
parent, especially in L2 and L3.

Finally, LaunchL3 leads to the results presented in
Fig. 7. As expected, the best improvement is obtained
in L3, where the data are directly measured and assimi-
lated: the four-gyre structure clearly designed in the
true ocean (Fig. 2f) has been completely reproduced.
The high correlation between L1 and L3 guarantees
good results also for L1, while for L2 the assimilation
appears considerably less efficient.

It is interesting to note that the assimilation gives
almost equally good results in the upper layer L1 when
launching in L3 or in L1 (Fig. 5a and 7a, respectively).
At closer inspection, however, even though the main
patterns appear to be well reproduced in LaunchL3,

the assimilation in LaunchL1 appears more efficient,
especially in the eastern part of the region, as the floats
are faster in L1, therefore covering the whole domain
(Fig. 3).

FIG. 4. Noassim run: layer thickness displacement (h � hrest)
superimposed on the velocity field in each layer (L1, L2, L3), at
the initial time [DAY 0: (a)–(c)] and at the end [DAY 120: (d)–
(f)] of the simulation. Contour intervals are 25 m, and the maxi-
mum velocity field is approximately 50 cm s�1 in L1, 10 cm s�1 in
L2, and 5 cm s�1 in L3.

FIG. 5. Assim run expt LaunchL1, with assimilated data in L1:
snapshots of layer thickness displacement and velocity field for each
layer (L1, L2, L3) at the end of the simulation (DAY 120). Contour
intervals are 25 m, and the maximum velocity field is approximately
(a) 50 cm s�1 in L1, (b) 10 cm s�1 in L2, and (c) 5 cm s�1 in L3.
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In summary, the qualitative comparison indicates
that the assimilation method is effective and able to
improve the forecast in all layers. This is particularly
impressive considering that the method is at least par-

tially based on the geostrophic assumption, and ageo-
strophic deviations are evident in L2 and L3.

In order to analyze more quantitatively the efficiency
of the assimilation method, and to compare the whole

FIG. 6. Assim run expt LaunchL2, with assimilated data in L2:
snapshots of layer thickness displacement and velocity field for each
layer (L1, L2, L3) at the end of the simulation (DAY 120). Contour
intervals are 25 m, and the maximum velocity field is approximately
(a) 50 cm s�1 in L1, (b) 10 cm s�1 in L2, and (c) 5 cm s�1 in L3.

FIG. 7. Assim run expt LaunchL3, with assimilated data in L3:
snapshots of layer thickness displacement and velocity field for each
layer (L1, L2, L3) at the end of the simulation (DAY 120). Contour
intervals are 25 m, and the maximum velocity field is approximately
(a) 50 cm s�1 in L1, (b) 10 cm s�1 in L2, and (c) 5 cm s�1 in L3.
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set of experiments in terms of launching layer and sam-
pling period �t, we consider the time evolution of the
relative errors �rel(l, t) computed from (8). The behav-
ior of �rel(l, t) for the various experiments is shown in
Fig. 8. Each column represents a specific experiment
(LaunchL1, LaunchL2, or LaunchL3), while each row
refers to the layer where the metric is computed. In
each panel, the three lines represent results for a dif-
ferent sampling period �t (the dashed line corresponds
to �t � 3 days, as in Figs. 5–7).

The first evidence from this figure is that in all cases
the assimilation improves the forecast as the relative
error reduces consistently in all experiments until t � 90
days, after which the assimilation performance may
level off or reduce in some cases due to decreasing
space sampling density when drifters start leaving the
target region. The dependence on the sampling period
is especially strong for the experiment LaunchL1. This
is in agreement with the results from Molcard et al.
(2003), who have shown that the assimilation is espe-
cially efficient for �t � (TL/2) and deteriorates for �t �
TL. Since TL � 5 days in L1, it is not surprising that the

error increases from �t � 1200 s to �t � 3 days, and it
reaches values of �80%–90% for �t � 6 days. In the
deeper layers L2 and L3, instead, the time scale TL �
15–20 days; that is, it is significantly longer than all the
considered �t. As a consequence the degradation of the
assimilation efficiency with increasing sampling period
is very slow.

The best results in terms of minimizing �rel are
achieved when launching in L1 and when the assimila-
tion procedure is applied at each time step with a final
error in L1 and L3 around 40%. This is probably due to
the fact that the surface flow is the most energetic, so
that is able to significantly correct the velocity field, and
it is strongly correlated with the third-layer velocity,
allowing for a significant correction also in L3.

The error in L2 is almost independent of the launch-
ing, and it remains around 70% for all the experiments.
This is due to the reduced correlation between L2 and
the other layers (Table 3), which affects the assimila-
tion efficiency, in agreement with previous results
(Chin et al. 2002).

All together, the launching in L3 gives the best av-

FIG. 8. Relative velocity error �rel(l, t) in each layer (L1, L2, L3) for the three launchings.
[LaunchL1 (a)–(c), LaunchL2 (d)–(f), and LaunchL3 (g)–(i)]. The three lines in each figure
show results from different sampling periods �t : 1200 s (solid), 3 days (dashed), and 6 days
(dotted).
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eraged result, as the improvement of the forecast is
consistent in all layers, even at high sampling period,
and the difference between the crude forecast and the
true ocean has been reduced by almost a factor of 2, at
least in the third layer.

Notice the rapid convergence in the first month,
which is present in all the experiments, although to
different degrees. This indicates that the assimilation is
highly effective in the initial phase, when differences
between the crude forecast and the real ocean are im-
portant.

As an important final remark, we notice that in order
to interpret the results on the �t dependence for real
ocean applications, we should renormalize the results in
terms of ocean values for TL. For ocean surface, with
TL � 1–3 days, the assimilation is expected to be espe-
cially efficient for �t � 0.5–1.5 days, while for deep
ocean, with TL � 7–15 days, �t � 3.5–7 days. Assimi-
lation with �t � 10 days is likely to be inefficient.

5. Summary and concluding remarks

In this study, a method to assimilate Lagrangian po-
sition data in multilayer OGCMs is presented. The
method directly builds on the results of Molcard et al.
(2003) for the correction of the Eulerian velocity in the
same layer where the Lagrangian data are measured.
Regarding the projection to other layers and other vari-
ables, an approach similar to those of Oschlies and
Willebrand (1996) and to Özgökmen et al. (2003) is
used, based on statistical regression for the velocity cor-
rection, and on geostrophy and mass balance for the
layer thickness.

The method can be summarized in terms of the fol-
lowing successive steps.

1) The Eulerian velocity is corrected in the same layer
where Lagrangian data are measured, minimizing
the difference between observed and simulated
Lagrangian velocity during the sampling period �t.
The simulated Lagrangian velocity is computed by
advecting synthetic floats in the model velocity field.

2) The velocity correction in the other layers is com-
puted using statistical regression coefficients be-
tween layers. These coefficients are computed from
model outputs as time and spatial averages.

3) The layer thickness is corrected in each layer using a
dynamical balancing technique based on geostrophy
and mass conservation.

This general approach has been applied and tested
using a three-layer MICOM primitive equation model
in a double-gyre configuration and a set of twin experi-
ments. In all cases, the floats have been released in the
most energetic western region. The assimilation effi-
ciency is first tested qualitatively by comparing snap-
shots of the Control and Assim runs, while a more
quantitative assessment is done using a relative error

metric. In particular, the efficiency of the assimilation
has been tested for launches in the various layers and
for different values of �t. Three values of �t have been
considered: �t � 1200 s, 3 days, and 6 days.

The first layer is the most energetic and is character-
ized by the fastest time scale (TL � 5 days). When the
assimilated data are taken in the first layer and �t is
small (�t �1200 s), the assimilation is very efficient and
gives errors as low as of �40% in the first and third
layers after 120 days of assimilation. At increasing �t,
the assimilation efficiency decreases, reaching errors of
�80% for �t � 6 days.

When data collected in the third layer are assimi-
lated, the results are still satisfactory, with errors �
60% and a good visual agreement between snapshots of
Control and Assim. The dependence of the results on
�t is distinctively less marked than for the case with
first-layer assimilation. This is due to the fact that the
time scales of the deeper layers are longer (TL � 15–20
days), so that �t is always smaller than the Lagrangian
time scale TL.

Results for assimilation of data taken in the second
layer show a similar insensitivity to �t (since the TL

values are similar), but the errors are higher, exceeding
70%. Also, the visual comparison is less satisfactory.
This is due to the fact that the second layer is less
correlated than the other two, in agreement with what
was also found by Chin et al. (2002).

All together, the results are encouraging and suggest
that Lagrangian data assimilation might be effective in
stratified OGCMs. Of course, the assimilation effi-
ciency appears to be strongly tied to the degree of ver-
tical correlation, so that the results can be expected to
vary significantly, depending on the characteristics of
the current system sampled by the floats. On the other
hand, the experiments show that, if the correlation is
high, even the assimilation of deep layers with low en-
ergetics can be very effective. Also, even though the
method is partially based on geostrophy, it appears ro-
bust to significant ageostrophic deviations, which are
present in the deeper layers of the simulated flow.

The present results cannot be used directly to pro-
vide indications for oceanic applications, since the
model is very simple and only partially realistic. Time
scales appear longer than in the real ocean, and the
eddy field is smoother and characterized by an unreal-
istically baroclinic vertical structure with respect to real
eddies in extension jets. On the other hand, the results
indicate the feasibility of the assimilation and encour-
age exploration of more complex models and applica-
tions, while providing some general suggestions on pa-
rameter ranges for applications. Regarding the depen-
dency on the sampling period �t, the results confirm the
conclusions presented in Molcard et al. (2003). The as-
similation appears especially effective for �t � TL/2,
while it deteriorates for �t � TL. Based on these re-
sults, some general recommendations can be made for
sampling periods in oceanic flows: optimal �t should be
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of the order of 0.5–1.5 days at the ocean surface (TL �
1–3 days), and of the order of 3.5–7 days in the ocean
interior (TL � 7–15 days). Sampling periods �t greater
than 10 days are likely to be very ineffective for prac-
tical applications.

As a final remark, we notice that the present work
points out a number of interesting issues that merit
further investigation. For practical applications involv-
ing profiling float assimilation, for instance, further
studies on the impact of data errors are necessary. In
this paper, the data error is assumed constant and due
to position recording uncertainty. For profiling floats,
on the other hand, the error depends on vertical shear
and surface drift and therefore is likely to be spatially
varying and dependent on the specific current system.
Also, specific methods to correct and reduce this error
can be developed. Surface drift, for instance, can be
corrected extrapolating from multiple position mea-
surements, as shown by Davis et al. (1992) and Schmid
et al. (2001), while vertical shear effects might be par-
tially corrected using model or data results. At a more
general level, future studies will have to address the
question of how to partition information into tempera-
ture and salinity corrections (Oschlies and Willebrand
1996; Cooper and Haines 1996), and how to assimilate
simultaneous data information, such as T/S profiles or
satellite data, involving multivariate techniques.
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